Growth Mindset
Employees must demonstrate a
growth mindset. They must be
willing to learn and be adaptable in
fast-changing environments.
“We would need to create some
training to create a sense of
urgency to work on projects that
are quickly pivoting.”

Special Technical Talent
There is a high demand for
employees that are experienced
and possess very specialized
technical talent such as back-end
software development.

People Management Skills
There is a high demand for
employees with leadership
skills,even in technical roles.
“Finding people with a bit of people
management while still being
technically proficient become a
team lead is difficult to fill for.”

Show, Not Tell
Employers will often look to
prospective employees to
demonstrate their skills through a
challenge or presenting a portfolio
of their work for assessment.
“If someone has contributed to
open source projects, that tells
you that they have basic
debugging skills and that they
have good documentation [skills].”

Employers have a peer-to-peer
referral network that they rely on
to either find talent or refer talent
to other employers. These
networks tend to overlap, and are
not keeping up with the growing
demand for talent.
“If I find candidates that are great
that do not have a job, I will refer
them to another company.”

1. Identifying Talent
Employers identify the
skills they want in
prospective employees.

Regional Needs
Different regions have different
levels of demand for specific skills.
For example, Toronto needs
technical sales and specialized
technical talent, whereas
Kitchener-Waterloo needs technical
sales and design expertise.

Referral Networks

3. Evaluating Talent
Employers evaluate
prospective employees
to determine if employer
needs can be met.
Unconventional Labour
Market Signs
Given intense competition for
talent, employers must look to
other labour markets signals to
evaluate potential hires.
“If we could hire people who had
great pedigrees, we would …
we’re forced to find the diamonds
in the rough, but we have to get
very good at that to turn it into an
advantage.”

Co-op Programs
Co-op programs are key sources
of young talent, but employers
find that these programs are not
often designed with the needs and
timelines of startup and scale-up
firms in mind.
“We are always late to the co-op
cycle because of the budget cycle
and how unpredictable it is.”

Rapid Retraining

2. Sourcing Talent
Employers go to
sources of talent to find
prospective employees.

4. Retaining Talent
Employers try to keep
the employees they
have.

Rapid Ramp Up
Given their business constraints,
startup and scale-up employers
often need their employees to
learn and execute quickly.

There are vocational training
programs, or bootcamps, that aim
to equip job seekers with industryrelevant skills in a short period of
time. However, they are not always
aligned to industry needs.
“[We] had to let go of a bootcamp
graduate, as their sole source of
software development experience
was coding bootcamps. They
needed more foundational skills.”

Pathways for Growth
Employers are putting flexible
pathways for career growth in
place to attract and retain talent.
“We created some vertical paths
on the technology side. We are
celebrating people as they
become individual contributors,
and giving them opinions.”

“[We have] no time to train junior
developers. They need to hit the
ground running and integrate
quickly with their team.”
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